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By SEAN A.

T

oday my teacher
taught us fractions and
equivalent fractions. We
learned by using different
foods that were pizza and
pie. We then cut the pizzas and pies in halves,
fourths, and sixteenths.
An example is 2/6 = 4/12.
The example problem answer was 2x2=4 and
6x2=12. The method we
learned was to find the
multiple of the equivalent
answer, and they have to be the same
as that multiple, like a multiple of two,
six, or any other number.
Math is important because it helps
you in everyday life. For example, if

there is a real life pizza
and you're trying to figure
out the fractions and how
many slices to cut, you can
figure it out by using math.
It’s also interesting because you can figure out
how many pies there are
for each friend.
This information came
from my third and fourth
grade teacher. They
taught me math. Also, my
parents also told me this
information.
In conclusion, math is good for critical
reasons like thinking outside the box
and it teaches you to become a master
of smartness.

SPECTACULAR SCIENCE
By HECTOR M.

S

cience is learning about new elements,
animals, and all about the world.
You can learn how to build things and
about what different things are made of.
Math is fun, because you get to do
fun projects. In science class, science
projects can be
about trying to build
a catapult and
launch a small fake

pumpkin. This was fun because the
launching was really cool and exciting.
Science is also creative. When building a catapult, you need a blueprint. You
get to draw the blueprint of the catapult.
Science is also the best subject because it is educational. You get to learn
about elements. For example, calcium is
silvery gray. Its atomic number is 20 and
its symbol is Ca. Humphry Davy discovered Calcium in 1808. Calcium’s state of
matter is a solid.
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MATH IN THE EVERY DAY WORLD
By TELAYIA F.

M

ath is my favorite
subject because
there are many different
things you could do in
real life using math. For
example, money is a part
of math. We use money
everyday to pay for food,
buy materials, get groceries, and many other
things.
Another part of math
is fractions. Fractions
are very fun, and could
help out in reality. We
can use fractions in everyday life in baking, telling time, shopping, paying bills, and splitting up
things. Fractions help out
a lot in everyday life.
One of my favorite
parts in math are operations. Multiplication, division, addition, and subtraction are operations.
Operations get easier

and easier after practicing. An example of multiplication is 12 times 9, or
in other words 12 times
as much as 9. One example of division is 100 divided by 25. Next is an
example of addition,
which would be 95 + 35.
And last, an example of
subtraction is 150 - 90.
In operations, you
can also do fact families.
An example of an addition fact family would be:
95 + 25 = 120
25 + 95 = 120
120 = 25 + 95
120 = 95 + 25
This is an example of an
adding fact family.
Another part of math
is geometry. So far in
class, we’ve learned
about lines, line segments, points, rays, and
angles. A line goes on

forever non-stop, but a
line segment is a line
that has a point or arrow
at the end of each line,
and often two letters. A
point is a dot at the end
of a line or on the line,
and a ray has a line with
an arrow on only one
side, and sometimes
letters are on it.
An example of an
angle is a right angle,
which has two intersecting lines that are perpendicular and at a 90 degree angle. We can use
geometry in everyday life
when building something, or during activities,
such as sports, video
games, and even food
design.
These are all reasons and examples explaining why math is my
favorite subject.

And you can show
your creative side when
you paint and draw.
Lastly, you don’t
need drawing skills to
like drawing!
Some fun things to
draw are fluffy animals if
you want a challenge. If
that’s too hard then you

should try to draw the
sun.
Also, you don’t have
to draw or paint on a
piece of paper. You can
also sculpt things and
paint on other objects,
such as bowls sculptures,
and other things people
make.

ART IS COOL
By GISELLE M.

A

rt is a cool subject
because when you
make a drawing, some
people think it’s a masterpiece and want to
stare at it.
In art, you learn that
if you don’t have a paint
color, you can mix paints
to make that color.
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ENGLISH
By ETHAN C.

E

er’s Stone. This book is
about Harry Potter and
his friends and how they
tried to protect the Sorcerer’s Stone and how
Professor Snape tried to
steal the stone. This type
of book is a mystery and
adventure.

Reading a lot can help
a student read more fluently. Reading fluently
means that a student
can read fast and understand it. Reading is important because you
have to be able to read
to get a good job.

ing too, because it is
easy for me. Easy math
problems help me relax.
Multiplication and division are hard but I still
doing problems. I like to
play math games like
flashcards. I like to use
flashcards because I get
to play against my classmates. Math allows me
to count my collection of

beads, paper, and legos.
I use math when making
bracelets for my sister.
Math helps me so I can
make a design. I use
math to pass paper out
to the class. When making legos, I use math to
stack ten and stack another ten next to each
other. Once again, I like
math.

I personally like cursive writing because the
letters are funny. I also
like it because it looks
cool and fancy.
I like writing my cursive using pens, pencils,
and sharpies.
Sometimes when I

write in cursive it hurts
my hand but the practice
is also soothing to me.
I first learned how to
write in cursive when I
was six years old. Once
you put all your cursive
writing together, it looks
amazing!

nglish is a fun subject because students can read all types
of books like mysteries,
chapter books, and adventure books.
A great book that students should read is Harry Potter and the Sorcer-

MY AWESOME MATH
By BILDAD

M

ath is fun because
I get to learn.
Math is a way to challenge myself. I like how I
can use different strategies to solve a problem. I
like math because of the
way I feel after solving a
math problem.
I also like math, because I like adding on to
a number. I like subtract-

CURSIVE WRITING
By ANDREA T.

C

ursive Writing is my
favorite thing to do in
school.
Cursive is a different
writing style where the
letters are always connected together unless
you are starting a new
word or a new sentence.
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SCIENCE
By KIMBERLY R.

M

y friends and I like
science a lot. I like
science because you can
do fun experiments and
mix different chemicals
for different reactions.
In science, it was
really fun when my classmates and I made slime.
Another project was

making Indian masks.
My region is the Pacific
Northwest. We made
them out of foil, liquid
starch, paper, and water.
You make the shape of
the face with foil. Then
you put some liquid
starch in a bowl and then
add water to the starch.

Next, you grab little pieces of paper and dip them
into the mix of starch and
water. You then wait for
some days. But you have
to leave a hole in the
back so you can remove
the foil.
That is why I like science.

MORE FAVORITE SCHOOL SUBJECTS
ART AND RECESS
My favorite things about
school are art class and
recess. I like art, because we do art and projects. I like recess, because we get to play
whatever we want.
I like to play with rubber bands during recess,
and I like to do projects
in art class and draw on
the whiteboard.
By Marley V.
MATH
My favorite subject in
school is math because
you can do multiplication,
division, addition and
subtraction. You also can
use different strategies
to math problems.
I love to read because
it helps me learn and I
love to write because if
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you write your hands get
stronger.
By Janada W.

MATH, READING, WRITING
My favorite subjects in
school are math, writing,
and reading. Math helps
you learn addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division, and you
learn how to use different
strategies. I like writing so
I can share a lot of ideas
and schemes. Also, I like
reading because I can
learn new words.
By Teairia F.
ALL THE BEST THINGS
ABOUT SCHOOL
At school, you can play
with your friends, and you
can play games with
them like soccer. I also
like soccer because you

can kick the soccer ball
and make goals.
I also really like math,
science, and reading
books. Why? I like to
learn new things. I learn
almost everyday and I love
to go to class, unless I’m
sick. I love my teachers.
I also love my R.A.P
teachers because there
are clubs to go play in. If
you don't know what it is
like to stay after school
and have fun, you should
try it.
By Adam V.
MATH AND SCIENCE
My best subjects are
math and science. I
learned about time tables
and number lines in
math. In science we did
experiments such as the
catapult.
By David M.
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PressFriends Foreign Correspondent

GETTING A KICK OUT OF GAELIC FOOTBALL
By Lara B., Northern Ireland

I

n school. my favourite
subject is PE, where
we get to play a great
variety of sports, either
indoors or outdoors depending on the weather.
As you can imagine
here in Ireland, we end
up being indoors a lot of
the time! On these days
it is either netball, the
gym, gymnastics or
dance.
Gaelic Football
At the moment we
have crisp dry Autumn
days, where you get to
play my favourite sport
of all: Gaelic football.
Gaelic is the Celtic version of soccer, where
you get to fist pass the
ball to your teammates
or if you're lucky, score a
point or goal through or
below the tall, white "H"

backs and sprints like
lightning to the forwards
so they can strike the
ball into the net or over
the bar.

shaped cast iron bars.
My favourite position
is back, where you get
to tackle your marker,
stopping them from
shooting and defending
your goals. This can
mean an incredible
amount of running in
short, sharp bursts .
Great practice for my
second favourite sport,
Irish dancing.
My friend Eibhlin prefers midfield. She
jumps and catches the
ball in midair from the

The laughter, the
craic (means fun
in Irish) and the
team spirit makes
it all worthwhile.
We are always completely exhausted after a
game, dragging our football studs noisily along
the concrete, yet we
have had such fun getting there! The laughter,
the craic (means fun in
Irish) and the team spirit makes it all worthwhile.
How could there be a
better subject/sport
than this?

PressFriends Inc. is proud to sponsor the Dolphin Times
PressFriends Inc. is an all-volunteer, youth-led mentoring organization. Middle and high
school mentors work with your elementary student reporters on the Dolphin Times.
Since 2008, PressFriends Inc. has mentored over 3600 elementary students in
Los Angeles County, published over 115 newspapers, and printed over 50,000 copies of
those newspapers. PressFriends’ mission is to make writing and learning fun for
elementary students to improve their opportunities in the future.
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BOOK REVIEW: WONDER
By ANGIE R.

W

hat is Wonder?
Wonder is a book
about a kid named Auggie that looks different
and it is his first time going to school. He is not
happy about going to
school.
On the first day of
school he had no friends
and all the kids look at
him. None of the kids
wanted to be his friend
except for one kid named
Jack.
On Halloween, Auggie
heard his friend Jack say-

ing he didn’t want to
look like Auggie to some
other boys. He was hurt,
so he went to the nurse
and said that his stomach hurt so they called
his mom and she came
to pick him up.
When Auggie got
home, he ran straight to
his room and said “I
don't want to go back to
school ever again!”.
A couple of days pass
and his sister said, “Are
you going to school tomorrow?” He said “no”

and his sister said then
how are you going to
keep on telling mom that
you not feeling good?
And he said that's what
I'm going to keep on doing, and his sister said
she was going to tell
their mom if he didn’t go
to school. He said he
would go to to school
and he went to school
with no friends to talk to.
He then met a new
friend, named Summer,
and eventually becomes
friends with Jack again.

NETFLIX REVIEW: HATERS BACK OFF
By CHAU N.

W

hat is Haters Back
Off? Basically if
you know Miranda Sings,
you will know. Miranda
Sings is a character created by Colleen Ballinger
on YouTube.
Ballinger began the
role as Miranda Sings to
get fame and popularity
for her funny acting. Her
Netflix series, Haters
Back Off, is a funny family series. She has a dad
who is so dumb and he
forces her to get fame
and money. He is selfish
and wants to get the
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money that she makes
off from her videos and
then her family actually
moved up to the crawl
space balcony.
Miranda also has a
crush on Patrick that
sells her foot circles.
In Season Two, they
have a five phase plan to
help Miranda become
famous and her dad
takes her to Broadway.
They come home to find
that nobody is home because they got evicted
and moved to the basement.

Uncle Jim also helps
Miranda get fame and in
the middle of Season
Two, Emilie, her sister,
goes to live with her dad.
Her mom, Stephanie,
comes to ask Emilie why
she was staying with her
dad. She said that it was
because she liked it
there more because it
calmer and quieter, even
though her dad did not
really care for Emilie.
I hope you guys watch
Haters Back Off on Netflix. The show is really
funny.
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TV REVIEW: KC UNDERCOVER
By TELAYIA F.

I

have two favorite television shows. They are
K.C. Undercover and
Raven’s Home. They are
both on Disney Channel.
K.C. Undercover is my
favorite of the two. K.C.
Undercover is about a
teenage spy who goes
undercover. She has to
keep it a secret, or else

she’ll be exposed. But,
she does tell her best
friend Marissa.
K.C. is the young spy,
who is played by the actress/singer Zendaya.
Sometimes, there are
guest stars on the show,
who aren’t usually on the
show.
K.C. works for the

Organization, which is
good. There are two other teams who aren’t so
good. They are the Other
Side and the Alternate.
Other characters in
the show are Ernie
Cooper, Judy Cooper,
Greg Cooper, Kira
Cooper, and Simone. KC
is my favorite.

TV REVIEW: RAVEN’S HOME
By TEAIRIA F.

M

y favorite TV show
is Raven’s Home.
This TV show is a comedy. It is about two families that live together under one roof.
The characters in the

show are Raven, Chelsea, Levi, Tess, and Nia.
Tess is my favorite
character because she is
funny and cool.
Here are three things
why I like Raven’s Home.

One reason is because it
is funny. Another reason
is because the characters are funny and weird.
My last reason is because they are always
going somewhere fun.

RESTAURANT REVIEW: HOMETOWN BUFFET
By JOHANNA G.

W

here is Hometown
Buffet? Hometown
Buffet is in Westchester,
8629 S Sepulveda Blvd,
Westchester, CA 90045,
and there is one in Torrance at 3520 W Carson
St, Torrance, CA 90503.
Hometown Buffet has
a lot of different dishes
and you can eat as much

as you want. The first
time I went there I got
chocolate cake, pizza,
chicken, coca cola, an
ICEE, noodles, and cookies. That was a great day
and I just wanted to stay
there and sleep.
I begged my dad to go
there again, but the bad
news was he said no. The

next thing I did was to go
to my room and think
about not being mean to
my dad. The correct
thing to do was apologize so that is what I did.
The thing about
Hometown Buffet is that
it’s comfortable and everything about it is amazing
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TV REVIEW: STRANGER THINGS
By ANDREW R.

S

tranger Things is a
Sci-Fy show on Net-

flix.
In this show, Eleven is
this girl that can control
things with her mind,
Mike is a kid that gets
bullied with his friends,
Lucas,and Dustin, Will is
a kid who goes missing
by a alien looking thing,
and Hopper is the cop of
town.
My favorite character
is Eleven because she
can control things with
her mind and she can
also control people.
I like “Stranger
Things” because the
characters are very fun-

ny, the action is great
and the alien is very
scary.
My favorite episode is
when the kids were
fighting the alien in the
end of the episode. In
the first episode Will was
attacked by the alien
when he was riding his
bike home from his
friend’s house and when
he got to his house the
alien unlocked the door
and Will ran to the shed
in the back of his house.
Then the alien took him
from behind.
In the middle of the
season, Mike’s sister
Nancy, and Will’s brother,

Jonathan, were in the
woods looking for Will.
Then Nancy was in the
Upside Down and Nancy
was calling Jonathan for
help. He could hear her
but he was in the real
world.
In the end, the kids
fought the alien but Eleven saved them but disappeared. The kids went to
the hospital to see Will.
He was feeling a lot better and when he got to
his house, he went to his
bathroom and spit a slimy
thing from the upside
down.
Everything went back
to normal for now.

played by NFL teams - for
every regular and Super
Bowl game.
The two main skills in
football are catching and
running, and there is a
defense and offense.
In football, you need
to focus on being able to
run, catch, and out maneuver the other team,
so you can play it the
right way like the real
NFL players.

Defense is when you
tackle people to stop
people from getting
touchdowns. Catching
and running is when you
try to advance the ball.
In conclusion, football
is fun to play and helps
people exercise and
make new friends. If
people play football, they
will become more
healthy.

FOOTBALL
By CRISTIAN L.

F

ootball is an American sport because
the government chose it
to be a sport.
Football is very interesting because the players tackle people on the
field and have to run and
catch good. This is very
important but you also
get to work out and play
with your friends.
The NFL earns money
every time football is
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THE AMAZING SUMMER AT RAP
By KIMBERLY R.

M

y summer was the
best because I
went to summer RAP. It
was so fun and there
were lots of people and
different activities to play.
There was a lot of drama
but it was still fun. I like
lots of drama. I made lots
of new friends at summer
RAP.
It was my birthday on
August 5th. It was so
much fun. Some of my
family members came to

my house. It was a small
party not a big party because most of my cousins live in San Francisco.
I have a lot of cousins.
My cousins are so much
fun. They have different

games to play. Sometimes they make up their
own game. I like going to
my cousin’s house.
This summer, I also
signed up for piano. I
think that piano is so
much fun. I also made a
new friend at piano. Her
name is Leanna.
I went to a pool this
summer too, because it
was so hot.
This was the best
summer ever.

HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS
By GISELLE M.

M

y favorite place is
home! The reason is because you get
no rules unlike other
places, and you can
have pets, candy, and
toys.
Also, you can make a
mess at home (if you
clean it up), yell, eat a
lot and do a lot! You can
also talk to whomever
you want, and you can
watch scary movies and
shows if your parents let
you.
A couple more reasons are because if you

are like me, you can
run around in circles wearing whatever you want. I do
this around our coffee table.
You can also
hide from whomever lives in your
house. And if you
are bored, you can
make food. I suggest
making cakes, cupcakes, soup, and
homemade pizza.
If you have a pet or
pets at home, you can
play with them and do

cool tricks with them.
Your home can be anywhere—like the forest, Los
Angeles, China, Mexico, or
California. You can have a
loud, silent, or an amazing
neighborhood that is fun.
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SUMMER MEMORIES
SUMMER CAMP
This past summer, I
went to summer camp in
Rosecrans Park. It was a
lot of fun.
Two weeks, later I
went to a pool at another
park. The water felt very
cold.
Lastly, we had a lot of
sports games in summer
camp like dodgeball, basketball, soccer, baseball,
and kickball. My favorite
sport was dodgeball. I
liked it because I am very
good at it.
Then we started football practice at Victoria
Park. The position I play
is a defensive end. My
job is to make sure the
quarterback does not
have a chance to throw
the ball or run.
After that I went to
Culver City to run up a big
hill. Then we had our
first football game and
we won the game 40-0.
I spent a lot of my
summer at the park. Al-
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most seven weeks if I
had to guess.
By Ethan C.
SUMMER FUN
Over the summer, I went
to Disneyland with my
family. When I went to
Disneyland, I went on a
ride. I also bought a lot
of things.

I also went to the
swimming pool with my
family. I made a lot of
friends when we were
playing in the pool.
We ate dinner together and watched movies
together. I also enjoyed
eating in the morning
with my family.
Last summer, I went
to Las Vegas. I went inside the pool in Las Vegas with my brothers and
sisters. When we finished swimming we got
out of the pool and we
went to a lot of rides. My
mom couldn't do the ride
because she was really
scared.

This summer, I also
went to Monterey I was
so happy to go swimming and my family and I
went inside the pool with
my brothers. After we
went swimming, we got
out of the pool.
In the morning we
went to eat breakfast,
and at night we finished
eating dinner and after
one minute we went to
the pool again. After we
got out, we watched TV
and then went to sleep.
When I went to swimming class I had fun
swimming.
By Janada W.
KNOTTS & RAP
My favorite activities
over the summer was
going to Soak City,
Knott’s Berry Farm, Las
Vegas, Indio, field trips,
my friend’s house, and
summer RAP.
At Soak City I went on
water slides called Tornado, Hurricane, and
Blizzard. In the water
slides, you go down the
slide through an open
hole and water goes
down when you go
down the water slide.
When you start
getting on the water
slide there is one

where you can go on with
one other person, and
there is one you can get
on by yourself on a
floaty.
In Soak City I also
went in the Lazy River. I
played pool tag, hide-and
-go-seek, catch, and capture the flag. I was also
relaxing on a floaty. That
is what I did over the
summer at Soak City.
At Knott’s Berry Farm
I went to Ghost Town. In
Ghost Town, I rode on
the Ghost Rider. Another
ride I went on was in
Camp Snoopy. It had
jumping cars, swings,
and a ride that you lay
down on. A ride I went
on in the back of Knott’s
was bumper cars.
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At Knott’s, they also
have “Watch a Snoopy”
show. I saw Charlie
Brown, Snoopy, Lucy, and
other characters.
Some rides I went on
were Montezuma, Jaguar, the claw, and tea
cups that spin in a circle.
I had a great summer.
By Teairia F.

walked around a lot and
took a lot of pictures.
I really enjoyed seeing my family, that was
really a blast. I also enjoyed spending time with
my brother when I came
back.
Another thing was that
I went to field trips at
summer R.A.P.
By Andrea D.

the most fun I had over
the summer.
By Cristian L.

MORE AT THE GREAT
WOLF LODGE

WASHINGTON D.C.
GREAT WOLF LODGE
This past summer, I went
to Washington D.C., and I
also went to Canada. I
went for two weeks and
two days. I stayed in
Washington D.C. for two
weeks and I went to Canada for about two days.
In Canada, I went to
Niagra Falls and we went
on a boat to see the falls
really close.
What I really enjoyed
was that we got to see
the White House and we
also got to see the Capitol. I also enjoyed exploring new things. When I
was in Washington D.C. I
explored the city and also

LAS VEGAS
In the beginning of the
summer, I played Naruto
online. Then, I got out of
my bed and packed for
Las Vegas.
On the car ride to Las
Vegas, I slept for six
hours and went to
McDonalds to eat breakfast.
In Las Vegas, I was
scared because there
had been a crime in
a buffet parking lot.
I enjoyed Adventure
Dome in the Circus
Circus Casino.
After a week in
Las Vegas, we drove
back home. This was

I had a cool summer. I
miss summer but I’m
glad to be back at
school.
By Bildad R.

This summer I went to
Great Wolf Lodge. It was
very fun. I loved going
down the slide and
splashing into the water.
I went with my mom and
my cousin. We got ice
cream, and had so much
fun.
After all that fun, we
went to sleep in our hotel. It was cool because
there is a section for
kids in the hotel.
In conclusion, my
summer was very fun.
By Madelynn P.
PLAY, PLAY, PLAY
In my summer I had a
great time. I played and
played and never
stopped. In summer I
also remember going to
Raging Waters and pools
and also summer RAP.

In the summer I went to
Great Wolf Lodge and we
stayed there for the
night. There was also a
GIANT water slide, two of
them! My friend, who
was younger than me,
could not come on the
big slide, but her older
sister could. I had lots of
fun and the big slide was
the BEST!!! I was so so
sad when I had to leave.
But overall, my favorite
thing was not a slide but
the splash pool.
By Giselle M.
MY BABY SISTER
My best summer was
when my mom was in
the hospital and she was
giving birth to my sister
Rileigh.
Rileigh was red and
pink when she came out
and she cried so much I
wanted her to stop. She
was so adorable and had
a lot of hair. There was
also a spinning chair and
it was amazing I just
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wanted to take it home,
so I did.
My mom was still in
the hospital for the second day and we waited
for her doctor to tell her if
she was ready to go
home. They called and
they said my mom could
go home. We were so
excited and COLD like a
ice cube.
I was so happy now
that we are starting a
new chapter of our family.
By Chau N.
BEST SUMMER EVER
This summer was fun
because I went on a field
trip. I went to Splash
Waterpark. I liked going
to the waterpark. I had
lots of fun in the water! I
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went on the big slides.
The slides were twisty
and turny. I got to get
funnel cake from my
brother. I went in the
Lazy River with my brother and his friends. We
were in floats on the water, and I kept pushing
his friend off the tube. It
was funny!
By Audrey J.
MY FUN, UN-BUMMER
SUMMER
My favorite parts of this
summer were all the different places I went to
with my mom and my
sister.
First I went to Soak
City a couple of times.
We went down the Lazy
River, on the water
slides, and did other
things there.
Another thing I did
was that I went to Las
Vegas. In Las Vegas, we
went to the M&M store
and the Hershey store.
We also swam in the
pool everyday. We also
went to Circus, Circus.
Another place we
went to was Indio, California. We also went in
the pool there too.
My sister and I also
played Lawndale Summer Basketball. We

were on the same team,
and our record was 4-1.
We also went to Summer RAP. We went on
multiple field trips and
had fun events. I had a
lot of fun this summer.
By Telayia F.
SUMMER IN THE
PHILIPPINES
This summer I went to
the Philippines, and to
the city Manila. I went in
a plane and they gave us
free food. I ate fish and
rice, and my drink was
apple juice. The food on
the airplane was really
good.
When we landed I was
excited to see my family

in a different country.
They were really nice.
They bought me a lot of
stuff. They brought us in
a shop and it was so
golden!
After the shop, we
went to a house that my
family said was haunted.
But it wasn’t really
haunted or spooky. We
stayed up at night, and
we didn’t sleep for two
nights in a row. Then the
third day we went to a
house and slept really
long.
When we woke up, we
went to McDonalds, and
we ate a lot of food there
that was different than
what McDonalds serves
in California.
Afterwards, we went
to a mysterious hotel. It
was called Dream Works.
It was cool and they had
a pool and fun activities.
There was also a playground that you have to
buy with expensive money. We went there four
times and the playground was scary, awesome, and ultimate!
We slept in the hotel
for two days, then we
left. I was sad because it
was fun there. We went
to another shop and we
bought loads of stuff.
After that we went to
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another hotel that was
really scary. There was a
humongous pool and
waterslides!
When we left, we had
to go back to California.
I was sad because I had
to leave my family, but
we packed up and left.
By Sean A.

SUMMER CHILLIN’
I had a great summer. I
watched Sky High on
Netflix. It is about high
school students having
super powers and they
save people. It is my favorite show.
I also ate food, drank
water, and played a lot.
I went to my cousin’s
house to visit, and had
good meals there. I ate
soup and meat and rice
and it tasted good. My
grandparents cooked the
food.
My summer was super fun. I can’t wait until
next summer but I am
also excited for school.
By Loc N.

MY SUMMER

PIZZA SUMMER

On my first day of summer, I was happy. One
reason is because I went
to the park. At the park,
I played with the ball
with my brother.
Another reason is
because I went to ChuckE Cheese, and it was
fun. There I played
games to win tickets. I
got makeup as a prize.
Another reason is that I
got to get strawberry ice
cream. I bought it at the
ice cream shop. It was
yummy. Vanilla is my
favorite flavor but I still
like strawberry. My
brother got chocolate ice
cream and that is his
favorite.

I helped my mom
make pizza. We put applesauce, candy, and a
tic tac on the pizza. My
favorite part of the pizza
was the applesauce. It
was good to me. If you
don’t like pizza, you are
crazy. Pizza is my favorite food.

Another reason is
because I got to go to
the beach too, and it
was so fun. I got to swim
and I made sandcastles.
We made chocolate chip
cookies afterwards and
ate them.
By Marley V.

During the summer I
slept a lot. I like not having to do anything. My
water bed is really comfy
and I never want to
leave.
I watched the movie
Sing. I liked the characters and how they sang.
I watched Moana. I liked
the part when they went
to open the entrance to
the Realm of Monsters.
By Joshua T.
THE CAMPING TRIP
My summer was fun! I
went camping n Sacramento with family and
friends.
I couldn’t go to sleep

at night time, and instead
I went to sleep in the daytime when we were going
around the mountains. I
only slept for three hours.
The place was called
Lake Utah. First we
brought out the things
that we need in our tents
and we just left them
outside. After we built the
tents, we started putting
in the stuff to sleep on,
our clothes, and our towels.
My mom and some
friends started making
food for everyone. We
started eating the food, it
was hot but I was hungry,
and I ate it very hot. It felt
like my mouth was on
fire. I had to drink a lot
of water.
We went to the store
for gum, sandwiches,
and more food.
Afterwards, at the
camp site, we started a
campfire. Then we went
to sleep. It was a bearactive site.
By Johana G.
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MEXICO
This summer I went to
Mexico for three weeks.
I got to see the clouds
from the airplane. On the
airplane, I got free food
- chips and soda and
donuts.
When we got to Mexico, it was raining. We

went to a pool and it was
raining.
The next day I went to
see bulls! After that we
went to eat meat. We
took pictures and went to
the Aztec pyramids. I
also saw adobe houses
that had high holes.
By Jorge G.

MYSTERIOUS THINGS
Over the summer I
watched Stranger Things

Fall 2017

YOUTUBE SUMMER

on Netflix, and I thought
it was great. I think it’s a
great show and everybody should watch it.
My favorite part was
when Mike was going to
jump off a cliff because
the bullies were tryng to
get him to do, but Eleven
saved him. My favorite
characters are Nancy
and Jonathan. They’re
my favorite characters
because of their friendship and bravery.
I watched the movie
by myself. I loved this
movie because it was
addicting and interesting.
The show is about a kid
who goes missing by a
monster/alien.
The message to this
show is to be a team and
never give up and always
be yourself.
By Hector M.

My favorite thing to
watch on YouTube is Logan Paul. He is my favorite YouTuber to watch
because he has two
pets. One is named Maverick and one is named
Kong. Maverick is a bird.
Kong is a Pomeranian
dog.
Also, I watched Jake
Paul, but he only has one
pet. It is a Chihuahua
named Apollo.
By Loc N.

NEW YORK
I went to New York this
past summer. I saw the

Statue of Liberty and I
saw a play.
I stayed for two weeks
n New York. Then, I went
back home and I went to
summer RAP. Summer
RAP was really fun, and I
got to play job break in
RAP.
I also went to the
beach and to a waterpark. Both were fun.

I saw a pool at the
waterpark, and it was
four feet deep. I jumped
in the pool and I touched
the ground with my toes.
I went up the pool and I
was in the pool for one
hour but then got out
because I was cold.
By David M.
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ANDREA
Andrea is nine and in
fourth grade. Her favorite
teacher is Ms. Schmitt.
Her favorite subject in
school math.
Andrea’s favorite
book is Dork Diaries Season 4. Her favorite movie
is Annabelle because it is
scary.
By David M.

ANDREW
Andrew is ten years old.
He is in the fifth grade.
His favorite teacher is
Mrs. Bermudez because
she is cool and nice. His
favorite subject in school
is science, because you
get to do creative experiments.
Andrew’s favorite
book is Wonder because
it was very interesting.
His favorite movie is iT
because it was very
scary. His favorite food is
pasta because it’s delicious.
Andrew’s favorite
thing to do outside of
school is skateboarding
because it’s fun.
The best day in his life
was when he met a
friend who had a lot in
common with him.
Andrew would like to
be an actor when he

David M. and Andrea D.

grows up because he
wants to be on the big
screen.
By Hector M.

BILDAD
Bildad is eight years old.
He is in the third grade.
His favorite teacher is
Mrs. Diaz. His favorite
subject is math.
Bildad’s favorite book
is the Bible. His favorite
movie is The Emoji Movie.
Bildad’s favorite food
is pizza. His favorite thing
to do outside of school is
watch the National Football League. Bildad would
like to play in the NFL
when he grows up.
The best day of his life
was Christmas.
By Joshua T.

Mrs. Fusco because she
is nice. His favorite subject is Language Arts.
Joshua’s favorite book
is Diary of a Wimpy Kid.
His favorite movie is Sing
because it is a fun movie.
Joshua’s favorite food
is a Big Mac because it is
delicious.
By Joshua

ETHAN
Ethan is nine years old.
His favorite teacher is
Miss Bermudez, because
she always passes out
reading logs. His favorite
subject in school is reading, because it makes
him write neater. His favorite book is I Survive
because it has a good
story.
By Teairia

JOSHUA

ETHAN
Joshua is eight years old
and he is in third grade.
His favorite teacher is

Ethan is nine years old
and he is in fourth grade.

His favorite teacher is
Ms. Bermudez because
she gives out just reading logs that help him
write better and no
homework.
Ethan’s favorite subject in school is reading
because it can help him
write better. His favorite
book is called I Survived
and his favorite movie is
called Moana.
Ethan’s favorite food
is grilled cheese and his
favorite thing to do outside of school is to play
sports. The best day of
his life was when he got
an iPhone 5s.
When he grows up, he
wants to be a basketball
player because he can
pay well and likes playing
the game.
By Andrea D.

TEAIRIA
Teairia is eight years old.
She is in third grade and
her favorite teacher is
Ms. Kol because she is
nice and cool.
Teairia’s favorite subjects in school are math
and writing. Her favorite
book is Goldilocks because there is a problem
and a solution. Her favorite movie is The Emoji
Movie because it’s funny.
Her favorite food is pizza

Dolphin Times
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Frauman, Aniyah, and
doesn’t like
myself are the funniest
her full name
people she knows.
Janada.
One of her favorite
Her favorite
shoe brands is Nike. Her
color is blue
favorite type of phone is
and\or purple.
an iPhone 6 Her favorite
Her favorite
app is Disney NOW.
sport is track,
Interviewing Janada
and she wants
was extremely fun.
to be a track
By Telayia F.
star
when
she
Janada W. and Teairia F.
grows up.
Janada’s favorite aniTELAYIA
because she loves pepmals
are
dogs
and
lions.
peroni.
Telayia is a nice person
Her best friends are AniTeairia’s favorite thing
and she is kind. Every
yah, Brianna, and myself.
to do outside of school is
time I do something funIt’s cool that we’re all in
running because she
ny, she laughs, and every
the same class.
gets exercise.
time she does something
Janada’s favorite
The best day of her
funny, I laugh.
book is Girl Meets World,
life was when she got a
Telayia is nine years
which is based off the TV
phone because she likes
old
and in fourth grade.
show and episode, “Girl
the iPhone 8.
Her favorite TV show is
Meets Boy”. Her absoWhen she is grown
KC Undercover and her
lute, most favorite relatup, she is going to be a
favorite food is her
ve is her cousin, Mimi.
gymnast because she
mom’s tacos.
Her favorite place in
loves doing flips.
After school, Telayia
the whole world is DisBy Janada W.
likes
to play sports. In
neyland and her favorite
school, she likes math
state is, of course, CaliJANADA
and her favorite friends
fornia.
are Jona, Anigan, and
Janada is in my class
She also thinks that
Aileen. Her favorite
during regular school,
our teacher this year Mr.
teachers are
and afterschool. We have
Mr. Frauman,
known each other since
Mrs. Franke,
2016. She is one of my
and Mrs. Fusco.
closest friends and classHer favorite
mates. Here are a few
subject in
things about her.
school is math.
I came up with the
Her favorite
name Jana to call her for
books are the
short. From now on, eveSpiderwick
ryone else calls her Jana
Chronicles
too. It's also because she
Andrew R. and Telayia F.
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because she likes the
characters.
Telayia’s favorite day
in her life was when her
sister was born on May
23, 2009.
When she grows up,
she wants to be a WNBA
basketball player because she likes to play
basketball.
By Andrew R.

JORGE
Jorge is nine years old
He’s in the fourth grade.
His favorite teacher is
Ms. Franke because she
brought students healthy
food. His favorite subject
in school is art because
art is super fun.
Jorge’s favorite book
is Harry Potter because
he has seen the movies.
His favorite movie is
Naruto because it's his
favorite anime.
Jorge’s favorite food is
noodles because Naruto
eats it.
Jorge’s favorite thing
to do after school is play
video games because it
makes him feel like he is
in a virtual reality world.
The best day of his life
was when he was born.
He wants to be an anime
artist when he grows up
because he likes anime.
By Cristian G.
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wanted: kid reporters
For CMA Kids News
at the

CMA Whale Fiesta
on January 28, 2018
Sign-Up is Required
and Space is Limited
Sign up at http://bit.ly/CMA012818

Each pre-registered student will have at least
one article published in CMA Kids News!
If you are in 4th or 5th grade, sign-up now for our FREE
news and science writing workshop on Sunday, January
28, 2018 (10:00 am—1:00 pm).
The workshop will be run by PressFriends middle and
high school mentors, and there will be lots of opportunities to learn about local marine issues, to write and be
published, and to have fun!
Cabrillo
Marine
Aquarium

Fall 2017

Friends of the
Cabrillo Marine
Aquarium

PressFriends
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PRINCIPAL’S CORNER
I'm very proud of our
Dolphin journalists and
authors. It was a real
pleasure reading the
articles and learning
about our authors.

It is clear our students spent a great deal
of time researching,
writing and editing
their articles. All of
your hard work has re-

ally paid off. I hope all
of our journalists continue to write and learn.
Mr. Jaquette

NOTE FROM RAP
We are all excited to
read the Dolphin
Times! Our Reporters
have worked so hard
creating fun and inspiring articles for all of
our students at Anderson. Joining RAP after
school allows you and
your friends to be part
of this amazing experi-

ence with the Dolphin
Times.
This club helps you
with your writing,
reading and social
skills while still having
a good time with your
friends.
This is also a great
opportunity to learn
more about being a re-

porter if you plan to be
one when you grow up.
We look forward to
reading the next issue
with more engaging
and fun articles from
our Dolphin Times Reporters.
Great job, Dolphin
Times Reporters!
Mrs. Belem
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